
WRCC MEETING JULY, 2013 
 

Meeting was called to order at 7:00 by Roger Burright. 
 
WRCC June meeting at Chapin Field was cancelled, due 
to bad weather. No minutes for June meeting. Minutes 
from May WRCC meeting were approved as posted on 
Club website. 
 
VISITORS/GUESTS: ALY DAISEY 
 
COMMITTEE REPORTS: 
  SAFETY- No major issues 
  CHAPIN FIELD- No report 
  LAKE AFTON- Crack in runway was sprayed to kill 
weeds.  August 4th, a work party will patch and seal the 
crack. 
 
OLD BUSINESS: None reported. 
 
NEW BUSINESS: 
  AMA'S NATIONAL MODEL AVIATION DAY is scheduled 
for AUGUST 17th; our Club will register and participate in 
some way. The national event is to raise awareness and 
donations for THE WOUNDED WARRIOR PROJECT. More 
details will be available after the Club is registered with 
the AMA. 
 
  DRCC is hosting a Fly-In and Swap Meet on AUG. 24, at 
the Derby Rec Center. 



 
SHOW-AND-TELL: 
  Ken Chadwick brought a home-brew PT-19 look-alike, 
made from miscellaneous parts that were formerly a 
GWS Biplane, and powered it with an electric motor, and 
4 channel radio. 
  Loren Tregellas brought a Skyraider ARF, of molded 
styrofoam, which required nothing more than removing 
it from the shipping carton, turning on the power switch, 
and setting it on the runway, to fly. 
  Scott Stoecker brought an AVISTAR 46 ELITE TRAINER, 
also an ARF, with flaps, that he will program for “crow” 
function. 
Pictures were taken of the airplanes shown, but I could 
not get them to stick to this document. Sorry, I'll try to 
get them in next time! 
 
RAFFLE :    (items purchased from Finley's Hobbies) 
 Dave Wise - Mini Vapor         
 Scott Moore - Epoxy 
 Doug Burright - Electric Starter    
 Rick Wise - Fuel 
 Terry Powell - Engine Mount    
 Roger Burright - Flashlight 
 Brad Smith - Magnetic Parts Holder 
 Richard Bereman - Dremel Wheels 
 Dennis DeMoor - 4 Way Wrench 
 
Meeting was adjourned. 
 



NEW INFORMATION: The Club is registered for the 
AMA's NATIONAL MODEL AVIATION DAY, to benefit the 
WOUNDED WARRIOR PROJECT. Our event is to be held 
on SEPTEMBER 7, 2013. Phone calls and arm-twisting 
will happen, to make this a successful event! BE 
PREPARED TO FLY! Donations will be accepted by the 
Club, and forwarded to the AMA for The WOUNDED 
WARRIOR PROJECT. Please look on the AMA website, or 
in Model Aviation Magazine for more information than I 
have given, here. This is the Inaugural Event for this 
project, and a very worthy cause to support. Many AMA 
Chartered clubs, around the country have signed-on to 
participate, and host an event. The WRCC should do it's 
part to help, and - you have another opportunity to have 
a fun-fly! 
  


